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Executive Summary

The report herein represents a review of: Linden, D.W. 2021. *A predictive model of discarded catch that leverages self-reporting and electronic monitoring on commercial fishing vessels. Working Paper.* That analysis “predicts” the electronic monitoring catch in weight by species of a haul as a function of the Vessel Trip Records (VTR, logbooks) reported catch for a haul. The goal is to utilize VTR data to predict the discarded catch from video monitors of Electronically Monitored (EM) vessels for those EM trips where the video record has not been processed/reviewed. Essentially, the analysis is trying to determine the rate of reviews (and indirectly the cost) that are needed to achieve specified levels of precision and accuracy.

The data used were from a pilot program in which electronic monitoring was voluntarily chosen by vessels in lieu of at-sea-observers for the years 2017-2020. According to information provided in the webinar, video cameras were placed on each vessel to monitor activities. For this analysis there were data from 2,593 hauls across 801 sub-trips by 23 vessels. More than half of the effort came from bottom otter trawls (59%), a quarter from sink gillnets (25%) and the remaining effort was split between bottom longlines (8%) and handlines (8%).

Three models were evaluated: 1) the delta-model; 2) Zero-Inflated Poisson (ZIP); and 3) Poisson. The models utilized species intercepts, year effects and vessel effects. Each model predicts discarded catch based on the VTR data for each EM observed trip. So, the prediction is the catch on an EM vessel even though the portions of the EM video data have not been reviewed and not utilized. Results indicate that sufficient R² values were achieved with this data set with the two Poisson-related models performing better. Further analysis indicated that these two models could achieve a 30% CV of catch per trip for video review rates of 35% or higher. The analysis answered the basic question: yes, one can get usable precision and accuracy in predictions of a trip’s EM observed vessel discarded catch by species by only looking at a portion of the EM data by relating it to VTR data from the controlled experiment that existed 2017-2020.

The Linden analysis is an initial step in the evaluation of possible EM data collection programs. Further analyses are needed to address the different objectives of discard estimation for assessment, within-season monitoring, post-quota monitoring and compliance. Subtle nuances in the implementation of an EM program are likely to alter the modeling approaches that could be used. To that end recommendations are made to: evaluate the cumulative catch by species for the 2017-2020 data set with alternative models and EM video review rates; differences in discarding behavior for under-sized vs post-quota discards, effects of growth and density within a year of a species; and the overall mix of EM vessels, at-sea-observed vessels and VTR only vessels.

Background

Estimation of total catch in a commercial fishery is important for stock assessment and effective management decision-making, as dictated by the Magnuson-Stevens Act. A primary challenge of catch estimation lies in the largely unknown portion of catch that is discarded at sea rather than retained. Catch can be discarded for multiple reasons related to regulatory compliance (e.g., species and/or size retention prohibited) and non-compliance (e.g., illegal actions incentivized by quota limitations). While the retained portion is recorded by multiple information streams, discard estimation typically relies on a sampling of trips that carry a human at-sea observer. Low sampling rates may still achieve adequate
precision (e.g., coefficients of variation < 30%) but rely on a random selection to ensure a representative sample, as with any survey design. In the absence of representative samples, estimators of discarded catch will be biased.

Amendment 23 of the Northeast Multispecies (i.e., groundfish) Fishery Management Plan (FMP) seeks to improve the reliability and accountability of catch reporting in the commercial groundfish industry. Current monitoring approaches fail to adequately ensure compliance with regulations and may incentivize behavior that degrades the accuracy of catch estimation. There were differences in vessel fishing activity related to the presence/absence of a human observer on a given trip (i.e., observer bias). Electronic monitoring (EM) systems provide opportunities for unbiased estimation of catch by combining 100% video surveillance of vessel fishing effort with a random selection of video reviewing, removing the opportunity for observer bias. Pilot programs in the Northeast have suggested that consistent catch handling and self-reporting by vessels can allow for low (~20%) video review rates, enabling a framework of monitoring that achieves the intended goals and objectives of Amendment 23.

To that end, an analysis was conducted that utilized both Vessel Trip Reports (VTRs) with EM video review to generate accurate estimation of groundfish discards on EM vessels. The analysis used several modeling approaches. Because of the cost of reviewing all of the EM video records, a key question is: can sufficient precision and accuracy be achieved by only reviewing a portion of the available EM records? And, if so, how large would that portion have to be? The analysis being reviewed here addresses the options for modeling approaches and the extent of EM reviews that are needed.

Description of the Individual Reviewer’s Role in the Review Activities

The activities for this review consisted of an evaluation of the report: Linden, D.W. 2021. A predictive model of discarded catch that leverages self-reporting and electronic monitoring on commercial fishing vessels. Working Paper, utilizing the supporting documents (Appendix 1) and a one-hour webinar on Sept 9, 2021 introducing the subject to the three independent reviewers (myself and two others). The webinar provided the reviewers opportunity to ask basic questions about the structure of the “experiment” from which the EM and VTR data came and some basic modeling questions.

Each individual reviewer then individually provided a review (this report is my review) which addresses the terms of reference listed in Appendix 3 in the following section.

Summary of Findings for each Term of Reference

The data used were from a pilot program in which electronic monitoring was voluntarily chosen by vessels in lieu of at-sea-observers for the years 2017-2020. According to information provided in the webinar, video cameras were placed on each vessel to monitor general activities. More specifically, after a haul, the crew would place fish to be discarded in a bin or bucket and then individually place a fish on a measuring board which was recorded by video monitoring. Upon the end of the trip the video records were reviewed and from those reviews the size and species of each fish were recorded (12 species were defined). No information was provided in the report to indicate the amount of time that was required for the crew to process the discarded catch, nor for the process of reviewing the videos of the individual
hulls. Amendment 23 provides some information on the video review process. Clearly, it is extensive and the implication is that it is expensive. Thus, there is motivation for sub-sampling the videos.

For this analysis there were data from 2,593 hauls across 801 sub-trips by 23 vessels. More than half of the effort came from bottom otter trawls (59%), a quarter from sink gillnets (25%) and the remaining effort was split between bottom longlines (8%) and handlines (8%). Effort from participants was variable across the 4 fishing seasons (1 May to 30 April), and review rates decreased from 100% to 50% of trips in 2019, resulting in the most sub-trips and hauls coming from the 2018 season (Table 1).

Table 1: Effort from groundfish EM vessels that was fully video reviewed during fishing years 2017–2020, with resulting total quantities (mt) of discards reported by video review and Vessel Trip Reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fishing Yr</th>
<th>#vessels</th>
<th>#subtrips</th>
<th># hauls</th>
<th>EM mt</th>
<th>VTR mt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>11.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>6.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>10.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: subtrips were defined as portions of a trip corresponding to specific areas; also vessel trip reports are essentially logbooks which are required from every trip, with or without at-sea-observers or electronic monitoring.

Judging from Table 1, I estimate that the amount of discarded catch is averaging around 50 lbs per haul which is divided amongst the 13 species. Thus, I expect that that the average discards of a species per haul probably doesn’t get much larger than 10 lbs.

The models presented “predict” the electronic monitoring catch in weight by species of a haul as a function of the VTR reported catch for a haul. The observed dependent variable is the EM reviewed catch. Since EM reviewed catch is assumed to be “truth” (and the report indicated there was evidence of this), there is no reason to predict the reviewed EM catch per se. But the models are developed to predict discarded catch when EM-video catch records have been collected but have not been reviewed. A better characterization is that the models predict discarded catch as a function of the VTR reporting. The obvious incentive here is that the EM records exist, so there would be motivation for the VTR records to not deviate too much from EM because at some point that deviation could be found out.

Three models evaluated in the Linden 2021 were: 1) the delta-model (Thorsen version); 2) Zero-Inflated Poisson (ZIP); and 3) Poisson. The models utilized species intercepts, year effects and vessel effects. The model fit results are shown in Table 2.

Given these results (the simplicity of the Poisson and good R²’s), the Poisson was further evaluated with <100% EM-reviews using a) species and vessel factors; and b) species factors alone.

All of the models are predicting catch in weight. This causes some concern in that the Poisson and ZIP models are defined for integer observations and the pounds caught were converted to integers. However, in the webinar I asked “why are fish discarded”? the answer was that primarily they were undersized fish. If this is the case, then one would expect that the sizes of fish of a species that were undersized would not differ very much within a species. Thus, a poundage of the fish would be expected
to be reasonably proportional to numbers. However, if discarding is done for larger fish as when quotas have been reached, then I’d expect this relationship to deteriorate, and the efficacy of the Poisson models may deteriorate as well.

Table 2: Measures of model fit, including Bayesian and Leave-one-out (LOO) adjusted R² for each of the 3 models fit to groundfish discard data from EM vessels during 2017–2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R² type</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Q2.5</th>
<th>Q97.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>delta</td>
<td>Bayesian</td>
<td>0.7141</td>
<td>0.0296</td>
<td>0.6551</td>
<td>0.7648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delta</td>
<td>LOO</td>
<td>0.5782</td>
<td>0.0589</td>
<td>0.4462</td>
<td>0.6759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIP</td>
<td>Bayesian</td>
<td>0.8728</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.8657</td>
<td>0.8783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIP</td>
<td>LOO</td>
<td>0.8768</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td>0.8359</td>
<td>0.9072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>Bayesian</td>
<td>0.9121</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.9106</td>
<td>0.9134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>LOO</td>
<td>0.8967</td>
<td>0.0178</td>
<td>0.8570</td>
<td>0.9272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This also brings up the issue (or question) of what are the discard estimates used for. The preamble to the tasking order mentions stock assessment and fisheries management. But the webinar discussion and the gist of the Linden report indicate that the emphasis is on within-season monitoring. I expect that an objective of getting annual (or quarterly) discarded catch by species by size for use in stock assessment would result in a different modeling approach than Linden. Another objective is compliance, whether a vessel’s VTR is “reasonably” close to the EM review. Modeling could be used to define outliers and thus areas for further compliance investigation. So, there are a lot of uses of “discard estimates” and a need for having a better understanding of the likely uses of the estimates.

Another question that arises is why are the R² values of all of the models relatively high. It should be recalled that the data are from a fairly controlled “experiment” where the participation was voluntary as was the crew’s time/effort to process the discards under the video. Also, my experience looking at observer versus logbook data is that often logbooks are reasonably accurate for the species that are important (barring compliance issues), but less so for species that are not. It is interesting that the “best” model, the Poisson, simply assumes standard Poisson patchiness of the density of the fish. Perhaps this is because the areas visited within a trip are not too dispersed. Thus, local Poisson density is seen.

Given these general comments, I will address the specific terms of reference:

**Do the statistical analyses address the objectives of providing reasonably accurate and precise estimation of groundfish discards on EM vessels?**

This term of reference is worded vaguely. You don’t need any statistical analyses to get very precise and very accurate estimates of discards on EM vessels. You just have to look at the EM data! What is desired here are statistical models that predict with useful precision and accuracy the weight of discarded fish on EM vessels without looking at all the EM data. The author appears to have fulfilled that objective. Without defining “reasonably”, the author provided a range of EM-review rates and the resulting CV’s, accuracy and precision of vessel related subtrips. The definition of “reasonably” is left to others.

**Are the statistical models adequately described?**

The author was often cryptic in defining data, symbols and objectives. Nevertheless, I believe that I have interpreted the structure of the models and the data sources adequately enough to
provide useful insight into the process. However, better descriptions would be helpful in communicating to the Council, the SSC and the lay public.

**Do the statistical models adequately fit the data?**
The $R^2$ values in Table 2 above indicate the degree of fit. The ZIP and Poisson models appear to have useful fits in predicting discarded catch per haul of the volunteer vessels in this study.

**Is the complexity of the statistical models justified?**
In order to provide some basis for this answer, I looked at a simple Poisson process with varying mean catch rates per haul ($\mu$) and then calculated the CV per trip for varying EM review rates ($R$). $CV = \sqrt{\frac{(1-R)}{(hauls/trip)*\mu}}$. I used a constant 5 hauls per trip in this example. These results are compared to Figure 11 of the Linden Report (Figure 1 in this report):

![Figure 1: CVs of Poisson Model by MU Value and Year](image)

By this comparison I am trying to get at the question of what would the CV’s be if no modeling were done and that a simple random sample of trips were used for the estimate and VTR data were ignored. I assumed a perfect Poisson process for each haul, where $\mu=\sigma^2$ and $\sigma/\mu = 1/\sqrt{\mu}$.

The results above indicate that the CVs of Figure 11 generally perform better than the simple Poisson assumption for the likely range of densities, especially for lower review rates. Also, note in the figure above, my simple Poisson assumptions imply that the relationship is near linear over the relevant $R$ range. But the slope of the CV wrt $R$ is more negative with larger $R$. Whereas, in the Linden relationship it is less negative. This is evidence that justifies the modeling. I suppose that a better stratified random sampling strategy of trips and/or hauls might improve my simple Poisson process. But nevertheless, at this stage the complexity of the statistical modeling is justified.
Comparing Linden’s Poisson with species/vessel with Poisson species only (fig 10 vs Fig 11), the latter provides a better CV vs review rate relationship. However, intuitively it seems that including vessel effects would be more realistic. The assumption is that within a strata, the density of a species is the same. Thus, differences in vessel effects are essentially differences in catchability which is a manifestation of nuances of gear, fishing strategies, etc. It is hard for me to argue that these should be ignored.

**Are there alternative models that would be preferable in terms of estimation performance and computational efficiency?**

See the above section on model complexity.

In terms of estimation performance, there is always the possibility that some alternative model might be defined which could perform better. But at this point for the limited objectives of the Linden Report, there are not obvious better alternatives.

The author notes that the models were fit using Markov-chain Monte Carlo methods with Bayesian R² values using default vague prior distributions and 3 chains of 2,000 iterations, which was sufficient for model convergence. Bayesian fitting methods are generally more computationally intensive, but no information was provided about the amount of computational time needed to get results. From an analyst’s viewpoint, computational efficiency and less computing time is desired. But it is doubtful in my opinion that computational time will become an issue in any implementation of these models within a decision-making framework.

**Have the sources of uncertainty and caveats in the analyses been adequately described? Given the objectives and the performance of presented models, are there additional potential sources of uncertainty that can be quantified and should be incorporated?**

The basic approach for all three models is that there is a common density of the individual species that does not change within the year and that changes in individual growth information is not important in the overall analysis. Thus, the modeling is essentially predicting changes in catchability reflected by vessel characteristics and other data. However, fish grow and die during the year. It is unclear how these factors affect the outcomes and whether time-dependent size and density factors could or should be included.

The analysis does not discuss the reason for discards and the use of discard data in the assessment/monitoring/compliance continuum. In the webinar, the information that was given was that most discards were for undersized fish. But other places in the document mention quota monitoring and implied compliance. In my opinion the most appropriate approach for modeling may well change depending on which of the assessment/monitoring/compliance objectives is being addressed. Thus, in some instances (see previous paragraph) within year issues may be important.

I am unaware of the details of how at-sea-observer data are currently being used to estimate discards of unobserved trips in GARFO. I know that for some species that occur in the northwest Atlantic, GLM approaches are used to estimate discards. It is unclear to me if the ATO data might be utilized in conjunction with EMs where a subset of EM and ATO vessel data are sufficiently related.

There are lots of details about how an EM data collection process might work that affect how the data are collected. The most obvious is how much effort/time the crew has to do to process discards and who
pays for that time/effort, and how much time/effort and who pays for EM reviews. Also, if the EM data are to be used for within-season monitoring, how quickly can they be turned around and at what frequency?

I can foresee a number of regulatory issues. For example, the government will be the repository of a lot of unreviewed-EM data. These are data that are available and have been collected at someone’s’ (whose?) expense. If there is some critical management issue that complete review of the EM data will help to resolve, then the government could become legally vulnerable for not using it and, thus, would be required to pay for further EM reviews. Similarly, an individual vessel might want to petition the government to review its EM trip, which could delay the management process. Fairness and equity would have to be adequately defined in choices of the mix of EM/ATO/VTR only and how those choices are made. These things are, of course, outside of the scope of the present analysis. However, they are real questions that future analyses will probably have to address.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The scope of the Linden document is rather limited: examination of the efficacy of three models in predicting discarded catch of EM-observed vessels on a haul based on VTR data when the EM data have not been reviewed. The implied goal is to avoid the cost of reviewing all of the EM data in future implementations. The scope is also limited in that the data were derived from volunteer cooperating vessels without immediate management consequences. The author has provided a useful template to address that objective. However, this analysis is only a part of the pursuit of larger goals of implementing a data collection program to obtaining precise, accurate discard estimates for use in stock assessment, monitoring and compliance.

The author has answered the basic question: yes, one can get “reasonable” precision and accuracy in predictions of a trip’s EM observed vessel discarded catch by species by only looking at a portion of the EM data by relating it to VTR data from the controlled experiment that existed 2017-2020.

However, while scientific review of any analysis is beneficial to the scientific process, in some ways I think this review is premature. Any real-world implementation will subtly and not so subtly change fisher behavior and incentives. Those changes are likely to alter the modeling approaches that are most appropriate. In other words, subtle changes in implementation could mean that the Linden models would no longer be appropriate.

Nevertheless, the approach one takes in these types of regulatory analyses is to try to establish the best that can be achieved with near-perfect conditions (as with the voluntary 2017-2020 data) and then try to quantify the losses to precision and accuracy using various compromises in the implementation. The Linden Report helps to establish the baseline for these comparisons.

There are a number of possible analyses which were not pursued in the document. In fairness they were outside the scope of the given objectives of the report. But they are clearly within the objectives of Amendment 23. Nevertheless, they would have helped the progress in understanding the implications of various monitoring programs. If this review were a typical CIE review where several days were spent with the analyst (even in a webinar, rather than in-person), then a number of these options would have been explored and more progress would have been made.
Therefore, recommended analyses in the future should include:

- Cumulative catch by species within a year for all EM vessels compared with estimates and variances of EM vessels with ranges of review rates (addressing within-year monitoring of catch).

- Discussion/analysis on the scaling up of these results to the total fleet, addressing things like how many EM vessels are needed before overall annual catch precision is “acceptable”. And the balance of using EM reviewed vessels, EM vessels which are not reviewed but predicted based on VTR, at-sea-observed vessels with VTR and no EM and no at-sea-observed vessels with VTR only.

- Discussion/analysis on modeling approaches when discards that are being estimated are those that are discarded after a TAC has been reach or for other than minimum size regulatory purposes.

- Discussion/analysis of different modeling approaches that might be used for 1) stock assessment; 2) within season monitoring; 3) post closure monitoring; 4) compliance of individual vessels.

- Explore the use of size categories and within-year time strata in the models.
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